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What PE kit do I need? 

Black school PE leggings/shorts, blue school PE t-shirt, trainers, school blue PE football socks and 

shin pads.  School rugby/tracksuit top and school tracksuit bottoms dependent on weather.  

**Students are advised to wear a gum shield.** 

3 Can bring the ball under control whilst stationary.  Can dribble, but body position is poor with head down. 

4 Control whilst on the move.  Able to pass and receive in a game but consistency and accuracy lacking. 

5 Controls the ball using reverse, but not under pressure.  Tackles using basic block tackle and jockeying. 

6 Pass and receive with good accuracy.  Can pass, dribble and tackle in a game to good effect. 

7 Can use jab tackle and often wins the ball.  Indian dribble is evident in a game situation. 

8 Dribbling skills developed and used to beat the defender.  Slap hit used.  Likely to have played at a club. 

9 Confident and competent player with a wide repertoire of skills.  Club player or above. 

Assessment Criteria 

T7 Thinking Adapt to changing situations in a game or performance.  I am able to review, analyse 

and evaluate performance effectively. 

T8 Thinking Critically analyse and evaluate all aspects of individual and team performance and 

have the ability to solve complex problems. 

Big Questions 

1. How do we hold the stick and how do we travel with the ball? 

2. How do we pass and receive in hockey? 

3. How do I use the reverse side of my stick effectively? 

4. How do we tackle the ball effectively? 

5. How do we pressure an opponent with the ball? 

6. How do we restart play following a foul in the D?  

 

Web Links: 

USA v England World Cup hockey: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=au1wPAbJruw 

Best hockey skills ever: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzoLri5rLas  

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=au1wPAbJruw
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When is a penalty stroke awarded? 

 

When is a penalty corner awarded? 

 

How is a penalty corner taken and what rules apply? 

 

 

 

What tactics/set plays may you use at a penalty corner? 

 

 

 


